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Abberly™ brings early 20th Century art deco styling with a new an exciting contemporary twist. Made extra durable for Main Street installations, but brings a touch of class to any space.
18” x 36” Ornamental Décor Tiles
Available as groutable glue-down or 5G clic-together installation.

Ornamental Décor Jazz (V4) NAT601/NAT601-C

Ornamental Décor Speakeasy (V4) NAT602/NAT602-C
9" x 48" Planks
Available as glue-down or 5G clic-together installation.

- Refined Oak-Gatsby (V1) NAP701/NAP701-C
- Refined Oak-Dapper (V2) NAP702/NAP702-C
- Refined Oak-Bearcat (V2) NAP703/NAP703-C
- Refined Oak-Saloon (V2) NAP704/NAP704-C
- Aged Wood-Brew (V2) NAP705/NAP705-C
- Ornamental Décor-Supper Club (V4) NAP706/NAP706-C
18” x 36” Tiles
Available as glue-down or 5G clic-together installation.

Concrete-Prohibition (V2)  NAT603/NAT603-C
Concrete-Slammer (V2)    NAT604/NAT604-C
Concrete-Metropolis (V2) NAT605/NAT605-C
Concrete-Capone (V2)     NAT606/NAT606-C

The Novalis Appearance Variability Rating System: V1 = Appearance varies least from piece to piece. V4 = Appearance varies most from piece to piece.
Davidson™ brings a rustic, urban chic to Main Street environments, from offices, to retail, to restaurants ... to any public space that needs an extra touch of class. Davidson is designed to enhance any décor at home or away.

Lifetime Residential Warranty | 10-Year Heavy Commercial Warranty | CeramGlaz™ Coating | FloorScore Certified
12” x 24” Tiles
Available as groutable glue-down.
Shown: Davidson™ Petrified Concrete Astor and Wythe in herringbone installation.

6” x 24” Tiles
Glue-down installation.

- Petrified Concrete-Astor (V3) NDT805
- Petrified Concrete-Fulton (V3) NDT806
- Petrified Concrete-Nolita (V3) NDT807
- Petrified Concrete-Wythe (V3) NDT808

7” x 48” Planks
Glue-down installation.

- Refined Walnut-Chelsea (V4) NDP901
- Refined Walnut-Waverly (V4) NDP902
- Refined Walnut-Ellis (V4) NDP903
- Refined Walnut-Bowery (V4) NDP904
- Refined Walnut-Gramercy (V4) NDP905
- Refined Walnut-Clinton (V4) NDP906

The Novalis Appearance Variability Rating System: V1 = Appearance varies least from piece to piece. V4 = Appearance varies most from piece to piece.
We call our Birkdale™ sizes “non-traditional” but you’ll call them gorgeous. Choose from our X-Large Planks, X-Large Tiles or our Multi-Width Planks to make a unique and impressive design statement for any room.

Shown: Birkdale™ Grand Oak-Breckenridge X-Large Planks
9” x 60” X-Large Planks
Available as glue down or as NovaLay® loose lay installation.

- Grand Oak Snowshoe (V2) NBP001/NBP001-L
- Grand Oak Tahoe (V2) NBP002/NBP002-L
- Grand Oak Vail (V2) NBP003/NBP003-L
- Grand Oak Breckenridge (V2) NBP004/NBP004-L
- Grand Oak Aspen (V2) NBP005/NBP005-L
- Grand Oak Telluride (V1) NBP006/NBP006-L

Shown: Birkdale™ Grand Oak-Aspen X-Large Planks
18” x 36” X-Large Tiles
Available as groutable glue-down or as NovaLay® loose lay installation.

- Honed Travertine Cloud (V3)  NBT001/NBT001-L
- Honed Travertine Mist (V3)  NBT002/NBT002-L
- Brushed Concrete-Ash (V2)  NBT003/NBT003-L
- Brushed Concrete-Smoke (V2)  NBT004/NBT004-L
- Brushed Concrete-Powder (V2)  NBT005/NBT005-L
- Honed Travertine-Fog (V3)  NBT006/NBT006-L

The Novalis Appearance Variability Rating System: V1 = Appearance varies least from piece to piece. V4 = Appearance varies most from piece to piece.
Pre-Packaged Multi-Width Planks
Available as glue-down installation.

Weathered Oak-Cottage (V2)  NBM001
Weathered Oak-Bungalow (V2)  NBM002
Weathered Oak-Cabin (V3)  NBM003

Burnished Hickory-Villa (V1)  NBM004
Burnished Hickory-Chalet (V1)  NBM005
Burnished Hickory-Lodge (V1)  NBM006

Shown: Birkdale™ Weathered Oak-Cabin Multi-Width Planks
Casa™ is our most comprehensive collection of luxury vinyl flooring. Whether you’re looking for tiles or planks, clic or glue-down, groutable or just plain beautiful, our Casa is your Casa.
6" x 48" Planks
Available as glue-down or with the NovaClic Fd® patented locking system.

- Apple-Balsam (V3) NCP201 / NCP201-C
- Apple-Caramel (V3) NCP212 / NCP212-C
- Handscraped Walnut-Espresso (V2) NCP210 / NCP210-C
- Handscraped Walnut-Mesquite (V2) NCP211 / NCP211-C
- Rustic Pine-Pecan (V2) NCP203 / NCP203-C
- Rustic Pine-Hazelnut (V2) NCP204 / NCP204-C
- Rustic Pine-Chestnut (V2) NCP205 / NCP205-C
- Spalted Maple-Sunrise (V2) NCP202 / NCP202-C
- Reclaimed Oak-Latte (V2) NCP206 / NCP206-C
- Reclaimed Oak-Mocha (V2) NCP207 / NCP207-C
- Oak-Honeysuckle (V2) NCP208 / NCP208-C
- Oak-Gunbarrel (V2) NCP209 / NCP209-C

The Novalis Appearance Variability Rating System: V1 = Appearance varies least from piece to piece. V4 = Appearance varies most from piece to piece.
18" x 18" Tiles
Available as groutable glue-down or with the NovaClic Fd® patented locking system.

- Tumblestone-Smoke (V2)
  NCT101/NCT101-C
- Tumblestone-Sunset (V2)
  NCT102/NCT102-C
- Stone-Tuscan (V2)
  NCT103/NCT103-C
- Stone-Monaco (V2)
  NCT104/NCT104-C
- Stone-Corsica (V2)
  NCT105/NCT105-C
- Indian Slate-Pearl (V2)
  NCT106/NCT106-C
- Indian Slate-Patina (V3)
  NCT107/NCT107-C
- Indian Slate-Bronze (V3)
  NCT108/NCT108-C
- Indian Slate-Jasper (V3)
  NCT109/NCT109-C
- Indian Slate-Rust (V3)
  NCT110/NCT110-C

12" x 24" Tiles
Available as groutable glue-down or with the NovaClic Fd® patented locking system.

- African Slate-Thyme (V3)
  NCT301/NCT301-C
- African Slate-Tarragon (V3)
  NCT302/NCT302-C
- Travertine-Opal (V2)
  NCT303/NCT303-C
- Travertine-Pewter (V2)
  NCT304/NCT304-C
Lyndon™ is our best value floor that didn’t forget the luxury in LVT. We’ve included some of the most popular wood and tile looks in today’s décor. So enjoy all the advantages of LVT performance without sacrificing a thing.

10-Year Residential Warranty  |  3-Year Light Commercial Warranty  |  CeramGlaz™ Coating  |  NovaClic®  |  FloorScore Certified
6" x 36" Planks
Available as glue-down or with the NovaClic® patented locking system.

- Williamsburg (V3) NLP201-U / NLP201-UC
- Charleston (V2) NLP202-U / NLP202-UC
- Jamestown (V2) NLP203-U / NLP203-UC
- Boston (V3) NLP205-U / NLP205-UC
- Philadelphia (V2) NLP206-U / NLP206-UC
- Montgomery (V3) NLP207-U / NLP207-UC
- Richmond (V3) NLP213-U / NLP213-UC
- Memphis (V3) NLP214-U / NLP214-UC

18" x 18" Tiles
Available as glue-down.

- Roanoke (V2) NLP209-U
- Hatteras (V2) NLP210-U
- Bristol (V2) NLP211-U
- Annapolis (V2) NLP212-U

The Novalis Appearance Variability Rating System: V1 = Appearance varies least from piece to piece. V4 = Appearance varies most from piece to piece.
Novalis Grout Colors and Trim Options

Make your new NovaFloor® beautifully finished with these accessories available from your NovaFloor dealer. Ask your dealer or visit NovaFloor.us for more information.

- **Light Buff** NFG-H945
- **Coffee** NFG-H969
- **Warm Taupe** NFG-H973
- **DeLorean Gray** NFG-H934
- **Antique White** NFG-H940
- **Standard White** NFG-H931
- **Almond** NFG-H984
- **Sandstone Beige** NFG-H961

Explore more at NovaFloor.us

Get creative with NovaFloor

Learn more about our quality

Visit us at NovaFloor.us or call 866-NOVALIS
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